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My name is Lyra Warburton and this is my place. I am 10 years old and I
feel like I have the energy of a crazy dog going ballistic.  I was born on the
28th of   June 2012 and my star sign is cancer. I was born in Mildura where
my Bibi and Grandpa live.  I love my long blonde hair and dark blue eyes,

my Mum named me after a brave character in the movie The Golden
Compass.

 I am very good at sports some I
do are dancing soccer and

skateboarding. 

I want to show who I am to the
world one day, so when I am

older I would love to be famous.



This is my brother
Charlie he plays in the

backyard with me
when we play soccer,
but he also Thinks of

others that's the best
thing about him. This is
my sister Harper she is

my identical twin she is
very playful and crazy
she has been my best

friend since I was very
little, and finally my

dog Neo he always
wants treats and he is

like a mini human he is
also very playful and

rough. my household is
always a madhouse but

we get used to it.

This is my family I live with my dad, mum, brother, sister and dog
Neo.This is my dad he is the cool one in the family he thinks he's so

funny. once in a while he would say a really bad Dad joke but once in a
while he would get us a treat from the shops. this is my mum, mum is
always the one calling family meetings and driving us around places

she takes so much time and effort on us she is the best.



This is a map of my place.  My house is the two storey
purply beige house with a huge backyard.  Also I just live

7 minutes away from school in car. I go over to Phoebe
and Jacobs house to practice calisthenics with Phoebe
sometimes. Oops I forgot to mention we have an oval

right across the road, A pool club too we have heaps of
BBQ's there. 



We celebrate a lot with our neighbors. Once we went trick or
treating with no parents. But of course we went with

teenagers.  That was FUN!  The common street is my home
sweet home. 



This is my culture.  My family is from England, Ireland,
Germany & Australia from Mum's generations and

England & Australia from my Dads.  One thing interesting
about my Nanny is that my Nanny is from Holland

however she doesn't remember the language.



On birthdays we wake up early and throw
balloons at the birthday person and have

breakfast in bed. Additionally we also have
Christmas and every year my Great Grandpa

would dress up as Santa and distribute gifts.  



This is my message.  Being apart of a family is
important in life because you need someone to stick
up for and to love and care for and have them do that

to you to.  My family has told me that no one can
injure you without your consent and i always have

taken that in mind.



 Families are like branches that grow on trees.
They grow in different directions yet there roots

remain as one.

 I live in a family that is unique in their own way by
having their own personality's and own ways of

doing things. So acknowledge other people
because we are all different.



In the kitchen of my grandpa and grandmas house
boat the smell of my Great Aunty Pats pavlova fills
the room. The yummy pavlova is topped with juicy

peaches delicious berries and incredible green
kiwi. This pavlova is the best thing I have ever had.



ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Hi my name is Lyra Warburton and I love
this book that I have created because it is

about me and how I have my differences just
like you have yours. This is the first book I

have created and I hope you enjoy it.





THIS IS MY STORY.THIS IS MY STORY.THIS IS MY STORY.       A STORYA STORYA STORY
ABOUT LOVE UNIQUENESSABOUT LOVE UNIQUENESSABOUT LOVE UNIQUENESS

AND ME.AND ME.AND ME.       ARE YOU EVERARE YOU EVERARE YOU EVER
CURIOUS ABOUT KNOWINGCURIOUS ABOUT KNOWINGCURIOUS ABOUT KNOWING

MORE ABOUT SOMEONE?MORE ABOUT SOMEONE?MORE ABOUT SOMEONE?
WELL NOW YOU CAN FINDWELL NOW YOU CAN FINDWELL NOW YOU CAN FIND
OUT.OUT.OUT.       COME EXPLORE MYCOME EXPLORE MYCOME EXPLORE MY

FAMILY MY CULTURE AND SOFAMILY MY CULTURE AND SOFAMILY MY CULTURE AND SO
MUCH MORE.MUCH MORE.MUCH MORE.    


